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Mid-infrared Absorption Sensor for Measurements of CO
and CO2 in Propulsion Flows
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An infrared laser absorption sensor was developed for gas temperature and carbon
oxide (CO, CO2) concentrations in high-enthalpy, hydrocarbon combustion flows. This
diagnostic enables non-intrusive, in situ measurements in harsh environments produced by
propulsion ground test facilities, utilizing tunable quantum cascade lasers capable of
probing the fundamental mid-infrared absorption bands of CO and CO2 in the 4 to 5 µm
wavelength domain. A scanned-wavelength direct absorption technique was employed with
two lasers, one dedicated to each species, free-space fiber-coupled using a bifurcated hollowcore fiber for remote light delivery on a single line of sight. The sensor was calibrated in a
heated static cell, and field measurements were conducted in July, 2013 at the University of
Virginia’s direct-connect scramjet combustor for ethylene-air combustion. Measured
quantities of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide provide a basis for evaluating combustion
completion or efficiency with temporal and spatial resolution in practical hydrocarbonfueled engines.
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incident spectral intensity [W/cm2s-1]
transmitted spectral intensity [W/cm2s-1]
optical frequency [cm-1]
absorbance
path-length [cm]
line-strength [cm-2/atm]
lower-state energy [cm-1]
lower-state vibrational quantum number
lower-state rotational quantum number
temperature [K]
total pressure [atm]
line-shape function
gas mole fraction vector
mole fraction of the absorbing species
integrated absorbance
C2H4-air equivalence ratio
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A

Introduction
I
n

dvanccements in airr-breathing sup
personic propu
ulsion systems have led to tthe need for a new generattion of
diagn
nostic sensors to
o characterize the flow fieldss produced in thhese devices. W
While extensivve analytical research
has been dedicated
d
to hy
ydrogen-fueled supersonic combustors, systtems that utilizze hydrocarbonn fuels have received
more recen
nt interest1. Previous
P
laser--based absorpttion diagnosticcs, typically pprobing water vapor, have pproven
valuable fo
or assessing su
upersonic reactting gas system
ms2–5. Here w
we extend absoorption sensingg in scramjets to the
other majo
or hydrocarbon
n combustion species, CO and CO2. Thhis paper desccribes the devvelopment of a new
quantum cascade
c
laser absorption sp
pectroscopy (Q
QCLAS) sensoor capable off providing noon-intrusive, iin situ
measuremeents of temperaature and carbo
on oxide speciees concentratioons in high-speeed hydrocarboon combustion flows.
A wavelen
ngth-scanned direct
d
absorptio
on technique was
w used, targgeting rovibrattional carbon m
monoxide (CO
O) and
carbon dioxide (CO2) transitions, near 4854
4
nm and 4176
4
nm respecctively, for a teemperature rannge of 800 – 24400 K.
The sensorr was designed
d and developed
d at Stanford th
hen utilized to simultaneouslly measure tem
mperature and sspecies
mole fracttions in ethylene-air combu
ustion conditio
ons at multipple planes of a direct-connnect model scramjet
combustor at the Universsity of Virginiaa.

II.

Spectrosco
opy and Metthodology

unable, room-ttemperature qu
uantum cascad e lasers enablee access to thee strong mid-innfrared
Recent advances in tu
a CO2 centerred near 4.6 μm
m and 4.3 μm, respectively6. Wavelength sselection withinn each
absorption bands of CO and
band is priimarily influen
nced by the isolation, strength
h, and temperaature sensitivityy of the discrette rovibrationaal lines
that compo
ose the bands, as well as lasser availability
y.
Figure 1 sh
hows the fund
damental absorp
ption bands fo
or
CO and CO
O2 plotted as line-strengths
l
at
a 2000 K7. At
A
such comb
bustion temperratures, we notte the P-branch
of CO2 an
nd the R-brancch of CO interrfere spectrally
y,
and this overlapping
o
do
omain was av
voided for lin
ne
selection. Two
T
neighboriing lines are chosen
c
from th
he
well-isolated P-branch of the fundaamental carbon
n
monoxide band near 205
59.9 cm-1 and 2060.3 cm-1 to
infer temp
perature and CO
C mole fracction. Carbon
n
dioxide mole
m
fraction is measured by probing a
temperaturre-insensitive R-branch tran
nsition in th
he
fundamenttal band neaar 2394.4 cm
m-1.
Relevan
nt Fig. 1 Abssorption line-sttrengths for CO
O and CO2 from
m4–
spectroscop
pic data is pressented in Tablee 1 for the threee
5 μm; T = 2000 K; trannsitions labeledd as branch(v”,,J”).
selected traansitions.
A wavelength-scanneed direct abso
orption (DA) spectroscopy
s
ttechnique wass used in this work to deteermine
thermodyn
namic propertiees of interest from
f
the measured absorptioon spectra. A brief discussioon of the theooretical
framework
k is outlined here.
h
The Beer-Lambert law
w, given by equation 1, pprovides the ffundamental reelation
governing narrow-band light absorption
n across a unifo
orm gas mediuum.

⎛ It ⎞
⎟ = S j (T ) ϕ v (T , P , χ ) Pxabs L
⎝ I 0 ⎠v

α v = − ln ⎜

(1)

ncident and traansmitted lightt intensities deffine the spectraal absorbance, αv, at wavelenngth v,
Measured quantities of in
urther related to
t the product of
o spectroscop
pic line parameeters (Sj, φv), thhe partial presssure of the absorbing
which is fu
species, an
nd the optical path-length.
p
By
y scanning the lasers in waveelength across each discrete ttransition j, thee often
complex dependence
d
on the spectral line-shape
l
can be eliminatedd, simplifying the measurem
ment to an inteegrated
absorbancee area, Aj, whicch is only reliaant on a singlee spectroscopicc parameter, thhe line-strengthh, Sj(T), as exppressed
in equation
n 2.
∞
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∫ α dv = S (T ) PPx
v

j

abs
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(2)

ons further sim
mplifies to a rratio of line-sttrengths, whicch is a
The ratio of integrated absorbance off two transitio
he lower-state energy
e
and linne-strength at a reference tem
mperature know
wn for
function off temperature only. With th
each transiition (see Tablee 1), the simulttaneous measu
ure of two liness of a single sppecies facilitatees direct infereence of
gas temperrature. Moreo
over, per equaation 2, species mole fractioon can be obtaained from thee absorption of each
transition with
w concurren
nt knowledge of
o temperature, pressure, and ppath-length. Inntegrated absorrbance areas foor each
line were determined
d
by a Voigt line-sh
hape fit to the measured
m
absoorbance profilees. Line-strengtth values for C
CO and
CO2 transiitions are geneerally well-kno
own due to the simple struccture of the molecules, and taken here froom the
HITEMP 2010
2
database. These spectro
oscopic values were further vvalidated at Staanford Universsity in a heatedd static
optical celll over a range of
o temperatures (500 – 800 K)
K and pressurees (0.5 – 2 atm)).
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Table 1. Spectroscopic parameters of CO and CO2 trransitions usedd in the presentt sensor.
Line Assignment
A
Frequenccy
E”
Wavelength
S(296 K)
Species
[[cm-1]
[nm]
[cm-2/atm]
Bran
nch(v”,J”)
[cm-1]
P(0,20)
P
CO
4855
2059.911
8806.4
87.6 x 10-2
P(1,14)
P

CO

4854

2060.333

22543.1

26.4 x 10-5

R(0,92)
R

CO2

4176

2394.422

3329.0

73.9 x 10-6

III.

Expeerimental Seetup

A. Optica
al Hardware
Figure 2 provides a graphical depicttion of the optiical configurattion for the muulti-species laseer absorption ssensor.
For carbon
n monoxide, a distributed-fee
d
dback quantum
m cascade laserr (ALPES) neaar 4860 nm proovides a singlee-mode
light sourcce with ~10 mW
W output pow
wer. An extern
nal-cavity quanntum cascade llaser (Daylightt Solutions) ceentered
near 4250 nm provides single-mode
s
lig
ght at 30 mW nominal outpuut power for pprobing the carrbon dioxide sppectra.
Each incid
dent beam is free-space
f
coup
pled into a 1.2
25 m bifurcateed hollow-coree fiber (OKSI,, d=300 μm), which
combines the
t beams into a parallel and near co-linearr path (300 μm
m core diameterr separation) foor pitching acrooss the
test medium
m. The fiber output
o
is then re-collimated
r
using
u
a plano-cconvex silicon llens (f.l. = 40 m
mm) and transmitted
through a wedged
w
sapphiire window. Th
he combined beam,
b
after passsing through tthe test medium
m, is de-multipplexed
using an anti-reflection
a
coated CaF2 beam
b
splitter, and
a spectrally bandpass filteered (~50 nm)) for each resppective
wavelength
h, followed by
y collection on
n two infrared thermo-electrrically cooled pphotovoltaic ddetectors (Vigoo PVI4TE-5). The detectors haave a bandwidtth of 10 MHz, and 2 mm2 dettection area (D
D* ≥ 3 x 1011 cm
mHz1/2W-1).

Fig. 2. Optical con
nfiguration for free-space
f
fibeer-coupling (lefft) and cross-seection of scram
mjet combustorr
showin
ng remote ligh
ht delivery and collection. Floow direction is out of the page.
The CO
O DFB laser is centered att 2060.2 cm-1 and scanned at 6 kHz (saw
wtooth) with an injection ccurrent
amplitude of 80 mA, yiellding a scan raange of approxiimately 0.9 cm
m-1 to capture bboth the P(0,20) and P(1,14) ccarbon
monoxide transitions in a single laser scan. The extternal-cavity C
CO2 QCL is ceentered at 2394.4 cm-1, and piezoelectrically
y scanned at 100 Hz (sine wave),
w
yielding
g a scan rangee of approximaately 1 cm-1. P
Prior to and beetween
tests, the respective beaams are redirected to a waavemeter (Briistol 621B) too confirm cennter wavelengtth. A
3
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m Fabry-Pérot etalon, with a free-spectral range
r
(FSR) off 0.016 cm-1, fa
facilitated data conversion froom the
germanium
time to wavelength domaain.
y Interface
B. Facility
Initial field
f
measurem
ments using th
his sensor weree carried out aat
the Univeersity of Viirginia Superrsonic Combu
ustion Facilitty
(UVaSCF))8. The direct--connect comb
bustor was orieented verticallyy,
with contin
nuous air flow provided by a compressor an
nd undergrounnd
heater systtem. Air out of
o the heater haad a total temp
perature of 12000
K, and waas expanded by
b a nozzle to
o Mach 2 cond
ditions prior tto
entering th
he combustor. Heated ethyleene was injected through fivve
ports locatted approximaately 2.5 cm upstream of a cavity flam
me
holder9,10. Combustion products
p
were exhausted by a pipe througgh
the roof of the facilitty. The opticcal line-of-sigh
ht (LOS) waas
transverse to the injeector with a path-length of 3.81 cm
m
correspond
ding to the cross-sectionall width of the
t
combustorr.
Position off the optical LO
OS in the x-y plane was con
ntrolled by a seet
of high-precision translaation stages (Z
Zaber). Figuree 3 illustrates a
basic schem
matic of the co
ombustor with representative optical lines oof
Fig. 3. U
UVaSCF superrsonic combustor
sight acrosss a transverse measurement plane.
p
schematiic; example opptical lines of siight
During combustor operation, a number of harsh thermooshown inn red.
mechanicaal phenomena were
w introduceed to the ambieent environmennt
that requirred mitigation
n for successfful sensor emp
ployment. T
To counter meechanical vibrrations and accoustic
perturbatio
ons, the lasers were mounted
d to a honeyco
omb vibration- dampening breeadboard. Duue to radiation of the
combustor, the photovolttaic detectors were
w
mounted to water-cooleed plates to prrevent saturatioon or damage due to
overheating. Heating in the room also led to elevateed levels of waater vapor in thhe humid ambiient air, whichh could
spectrally interfere
i
with the
t absorption measurementss and condensee on cooled opptical equipmennt. A nitrogenn purge
of the opticcal breadboard
d was constructted to remove this
t water vapoor. The N2 purgge was extendeed to the hollow
w-core
fiber and optical
o
detection components as well to enco
ompass the enttire optical pathh of each laserr output.

IV.

Senso
or Demonstraation

The prresent mid-infrrared sensor aimed
a
to meassure gas tempperature, carboon monoxide, and carbon ddioxide
simultaneo
ously with both
h temporal and
d spatial resolu
ution in the haarsh combustioon environmennt. Raw data qquality
can be exaamined by inspection of thee laser scans, exhibited
e
in fi gures 4a and 5a, for CO annd CO2 respecctively.
Transmitteed laser light in
ntensity, in dettected volts, iss shown along with the baseeline intensity, which was caaptured
after flamee extinction. For
F the DFB QCL
Q
dedicated
d to CO meassurements, thee sawtooth scaan (see fig. 4aa) was
deliberately set to go bellow the thresho
old current of the
t laser for a short time, durring which theermal emissionn could

(a)
(b)
M
carbo
on monoxide ab
bsorption from
m a single laser scan (6 kHz) sshown as (a) raaw voltage signnals
Fig. 4. Measured
versus time and (b) absorbance verrsus wavenum
mber; T = 1725 K, P = 0.71 atm
m, L = 3.81 cm
m, XCO = 0.0577;
φ ≈ 0.15, measuremen
nt location in ccombustor caviity.
4
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(a)
(b)
M
carb
bon dioxide abssorption from a single laser sccan (100 Hz) sshown as (a) raaw voltage signnals
Fig. 5. Measured
versuss time and (b) absorbance
a
verrsus wavenumb
ber; T = 1725 K
K, P = 0.71 atm
m, L = 3.81 cm
m, XCO2 = 0.0622;
φ ≈ 0.15, measurrement location
n in combustorr cavity (same as figure 4).
be measureed and subtractted from the ad
djacent signal. For the ECQC
CL dedicated too CO2, the piezzo-scan simplyy tunes
a mechaniccal grating succh that laser ou
utput intensity is
i nearly consttant across the laser scan (seee fig. 5a). Therrefore,
to accountt for thermal emission, a beam
b
chopper (~12.5 Hz) w
was mounted at the outputt of the ECQCL to
intermitten
ntly block the laser
l
after everry eight scans for a period off ~5 ms whereein thermal emiission was measured
and subtraacted in a sim
milar manner as
a described above.
a
Due to the temperrature- and waavelength-depeendent
transmissio
on of the sapphire windows, the baseline, which was meeasured at a loower temperatuure after combbustion
ceased, waas scaled to maatch the non-ab
bsorbing region
ns of the transm
mitted intensityy scan. Figuress 4b and 5b shoow the
conversion
n of the raw in
ntensity signalss to absorbancce and transpossed to the wavvenumber dom
main, from whiich the
Voigt line--shape function
n could be fit to
o each transitio
on to yield the integrated absoorbance areas.
Since line-strengths
l
are well know
wn for the sellected transitioons, the quality of the baseeline and Voiigt fits
typically liimit measurem
ment uncertainty
y for scanned-w
wavelength dirrect absorptionn techniques in harsh environm
ments.
With such large absorban
nce in this appllication, these uncertainties aare small in moost measuremeent locations, annd can
be partly quantified
q
by in
nspection of the residual to th
he Voigt fit andd correspondinng signal-to-nooise ratio (SNR
R). For
CO detectiion, both lines as depicted in
n figure 4b exh
hibit SNR > 300 with no systtematic baselinne error (< 1%
%). The
SNR degraades nearly lin
nearly with mo
ole fraction, yiielding a CO ddetection limit of ~1000 ppm
m in this workk. The
carbon dio
oxide measurem
ments are morre prone to baaseline distortiion resulting ffrom random fluctuations inn laser
output pow
wer (~2%) duee to sensitivity of the ECQCL
L to vibrationss, though a sim
milar detection limit of ~1200 ppm
was achiev
ved.
Resolved Mea
asurements
A. Time-R
The tim
me resolution of each speciies measuremeent is
equivalent to the scan ratte of each QCL
L that comprisees the
O, and 100 Hz
H for CO2. Such
sensor: 6 kHz for CO
bandwidths, especially for
f the faster CO
C DFB laserr, can
provide vaaluable time-rresolved inform
mation about flow
field propeerties. Figure 6 shows the inttegrated absorb
bance
areas for each
e
of the tw
wo CO transitio
ons, measured
d at a
fixed x-y location in the combustor cavity du
uring
ethylene-aiir combustion conditions (φ = 0.15). Each
h data
point represents the ressult from a single laser scaan as
described above. The integrated
i
areaas are observeed to
vary dramatically (> 25%
%) scan to scaan. The posittively
correlated trends over time between
n the P(0,20) and
P(1,14) arreas supports the physicaal natural of this
fluctuation
n. We further note
n
that the physical
p
oscillaations
in temperaature at a fixeed position in the combusto
or are

Fig. 66. Representatiive time-resolvved CO absorbaance
areass and temperatture at a fixed xx-y position in the
combustor cavvity; ethylene-air, φ = 0.15.
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han the fluctuaations in mole fraction, whichh scales linearrly with absorbbance area. Foor both
much smalller (< 10%) th
temperaturre and species concentrationss, these physiccal variations aare much greaater than measuurement uncerrtainty.
This time-rresolved data provides
p
a basis to evaluate combustion stabbility and gas ddynamic events.
M
s
B. Spatiallly-Resolved Measurements
In addition to high baandwidth measu
urements, the current
c
experim
mental setup faacilitates carboon oxide sensinng with
two-dimen
nsional spatial resolution. The
T translation
n stages can pposition the opptical line of sight along a plane
transverse to the flow strreamlines (x-axis) as illustraated in figure 3 and at multipple planes alonng the flow dirrection
(y-axis). Spatially-resollved species measurements
m
in
i the combusstor facilitate aassessment of flame structurre and
combustion
n progress. Fiigure 7 provides example daata of CO and CO2 mole fracction measuredd across a trannsverse
plane in th
he model scram
mjet combustorr at an axial lo
ocation in the fflame holding cavity (see figg. 3). The twoo plots
represent a snapshot of th
he same measu
urement plane under differennt fuel to air m
mass flow ratioss (φa = 0.15 annd φb =
0.21). All data points aree time-averageed over approx
ximately one ssecond, and thee error bars reepresent the staandard
deviation (physical
(
oscilllations) of thee mole fractio
ons over this ttime interval. Water conceentration, whicch was
measured independently
i
at the same tesst conditions, iss also shown fo
for reference11.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 7.
7 Carbon oxid
de mole fraction
n measurementts across the caavity plane for
ethylene-air combu
ustion at (a) φ = 0.15 and (b) φ = 0.21. XH2OO also shown.
Though
h combustor an
nalysis is reserrved for anotheer publication, these examplee data highlighht the value of this in
situ carbon
n oxide sensor,, and a few observations deseerve mention. We observe tthat conditions in the cavity aappear
near stoich
hiometric or ricch while carbo
on oxides beco
ome quickly diiluted once enntering the freee stream, both trends
that would
d be expected
d. Comparing
g the aggregatte carbon oxidde concentratiion with valuees of indepenndently
measured H2O, we find excellent conssistency with C2H4 atom ballance (XCO + XCO2 = XH2O) for both condditions,
even whilee relative carbo
on oxide levelss vary consideerably betweenn equivalence rratios. These oobservations provide
physical validation to the measuremen
nts, but also po
oint to the streength and senssitivity of the ddiagnostic appproach.
O and CO2 mo
ole fractions are
a both near 6%, while aat φ = 0.21, tthe peak valuues are
At φ = 0.15, peak CO
approximaately 10% and 3%, respectively. Similarly
y comparing thhe H2O measuurements across equivalence ratios,
we note th
hat mole fractio
ons peak aroun
nd 12% (a neaar stoichiometrric level) for both conditionss, suggesting thhat the
CO and CO
O2 measuremeents are each a more sensitivee measure of ccombustion proogress for ethyylene-air. Morreover,
due to the inverse relatiionship of CO and CO2 with
h combustion progress, the combined meeasurement (CO
O:CO2
ratio) yield
ds even greateer sensitivity. These observ
vations reinforcce the strengthh of the two-sspecies carbon oxide
sensing strrategy for assesssing hydrocarb
bon combustio
on.

V.

Conclusion

A mid-infrared quan
ntum cascade laser absorptio
on sensor wass developed fo
for simultaneouus measuremeents of
carbon mo
onoxide, carbon
n dioxide, and
d gas temperatu
ure in supersonnic propulsion flows. Two Q
QCLs comprissed the
sensor, co
oupled with a bifurcated ho
ollow-core fib
ber for remotee light deliveery. The sensoor was successsfully
demonstratted at the Univ
versity of Virg
ginia’s direct-connect scramjeet combustor ffacility for tim
me-resolved dettection
(up to 6 kHz)
k
at multip
ple fuel-air flow
w ratios, with
h detection lim
mits of ~1000 ppm for eachh species. Spaatiallyresolved measurements
m
across the combustor high
hlighted the sensitivity of a combined CO/CO2 sensor to
hydrocarbo
on combustion
n progress. To the authors’ knowledge,
k
theese measuremeents represent tthe first quantiitative,
in situ deteection of CO an
nd CO2 in a scrramjet combusstor.
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